UAS

Pricing Matrix
Black Swift E2™ UAS Flight System ............................................................................... $18,500
Includes E2 UAS airframe, avionics package consisting of SwiftCore™ Flight
Management System (includes SwiftTab™ Andriod-based Control Tablet, Futaba 14SG Handset, and
SwiftStation™ Ground Control Unit), toolkit, tripod, battery, charger, and hard
sided shipping/storage case. Manufacturer’s defects are covered for 12 months.
Flight Management System software warrantied for three years from date of
purchase (upgrades are provided at no cost).

E2 Battery (spare) ............................................................................................................ $2,250
Custom Li-ion 42.000mAh (6-cell system)

E2 Flight Training ............................................................................................................. $3,000
Includes 2 days of training, both flight simulator and actual flying included.
Additional support available at a cost of $150 per hour.

E2 Flight Services ......................................................................... $2,500/flight day plus travel
Includes Part 107 certified pilot in command and a dedicated observer for a
full flight day. Optional rental of an E2 available for $1,000 per flight day.

Black Swift Flight Secure Maintenance Package ....................... $2,500/year or $250/month
Log files reviewed as desired with resulting performance matrix report
Pre-flight planning assistance (up to three flights per year)
Data set triage (troubleshooting and corrections)
Airframe inspection and maintenance (every 100 flights)
Technical phone support provided
Access to ongoing training webinars and online video tutorials
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An American-Made Autonomous Inspection Drone
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• Designed, manufactured and service entirely in the USA, the Black Swift E2 was engineerd from inception for
structural and industrial inspections.
• With its advanced navigation technology, the E2 facilitates highly accurate, up-close inspections of
infrastructures, even in extreme environmental conditions.
• Able to leverage advances in computer vision and machine learning, the E2 is an intelligent drone capable of
completely autonomous flights around complex structures, while delivering real-time data to its operator.

UAS Designed Specifically for Automated Industrial Inspections
With its advanced navigation technology, the Black Swift E2™ UAS facilitates highly accurate,
up-close inspections of infrastructures, even in extreme environmental conditions. Able to
leverage advances in computer vision and machine learning, the Black Swift E2 is an
intelligent drone capable of completely autonomous flights. The Black Swift E2 provides
precise, reliable and safe navigation around complex structures, while delivering real-time
actionable data to its operator.

Compact and Easily Transportable
The Black Swift E2 UAS quickly folds down and fits into a custom
carrying case for easy transport while protecting the aircraft from
potential damage during transit.

Forward-Mounted Payload
The Black Swift E2 UAS is designed to carry its payload up front
rather than on the belly of the aircraft enabling operators to get full
field-of-view (even looking up). Quick change payload bay enables
swapping sensor packages with just a screwdriver. Battery pack is
also easy to change, while its placement is adjustable depending
on payload weight.
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